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Artist Bios 
 

Emilio Castro is a native of San Pedro Sula, Honduras. At the age of eight, he showed a talent to play the violin. He at-

tended the Primary School of Music and went to high school at Victoriano Lopez School of Music, where his teachers were Dr. 
Raul Munguia and Jose Iglesias Carnot, graduating in 2005. While in high school he was a member of the Chamber Orchestra of 
San Pedro Sula, Chamber Orchestra of the Central American of Technological University and the Honduras National Philhar-
monic Orchestra.  He has participated in such music festivals as OSJUNCA North Central America Youth Orchestra in Guate-
mala (2004), the Contemporary Music Festival in El Salvador (2006), the FEMUSC Music Festival of Santa Catarina Jaraguao Do 
Su Brazil 2007, the Sunflower Music Festival (2009), the Heartland Chamber Music Festival (2010), and the Pierre Monteux 
School’s program for conductors and orchestra musicians (2013).  In summer 2008 he received a scholarship from the Music 
Department of Washburn University to study Violin Performance in the studio of Dr. Larisa Elisha. In Kansas, he had the oppor-
tunity to perform in the sections of the Topeka Symphony Orchestra, the Washburn Symphony Orchestra and Washburn 
String Orchestra. In the fall of 2010 Emilio transferred to Northwestern University of Louisiana to study in the studio of Dr. An-
drej Kurti. During his time at NSU he has participated in different ensembles, including the NSU Symphony Orchestra, the NSU 
Chamber Orchestra and a variety of chamber ensembles. In his sophomore year Emilio was awarded second place in the Aria 
and Concerto Competition hosted by the Northwestern State University Music Department. Currently, Emilio holds the con-
certmaster position with the Northwestern State Symphony and Northwestern State Chamber Orchestra. Emilio performs 
with orchestras throughout the ARK-LA-TEX including the Rapides, Texarkana, Marshall, Acadiana, Sulfur Springs, Longview, 
Tyler, Monroe, South Arkansas, Lake Charles and Shreveport symphony orchestras. Emilio anticipates graduating in the Fall of 

2017 with a double major in Music Performance and Computer 
Information Systems.  
 

Casie Ford is native to Alexandria, beginning her viola 

studies with Kristine Joubert at the age of 17. Within her two 
high school years of performing, Ms. Ford won awards in mul-
tiple solo and ensemble competitions along with being se-
lected for the Louisiana All State Orchestra.  Graduating with 
honors from Northwestern State University, Casie served as 
co-principal for the Natchitoches Northwestern Symphony, 
Natchitoches Northwestern Chamber Orchestra, and Princi-
pal of the Natchitoches Northwestern Philharmonic while 
studying with Dr. Andrej Kurti within her college career. She 

has also performed with the South Arkansas Symphony, Rapides Parish Symphony Orchestra, and Sewanee Sympho-
ny as a guest performer. Casie has also attended music festivals in Louisiana, Texas, Ohio, and Tennessee studying 
with the attending faculty ranging from multiple states and countries.  Ms. Ford is currently residing in Alexandria (with 
her chubby orange tabby) preparing for her masters audition while studying with Sheldon Person, member of the Hou-
ston Symphony. Thank you for attending this concert that I and my fellow musicians have worked to perform for you today. It 
has truly been a pleasure and a wonderful experience to work with not only such fine musicians, but good friends as well. 
 

Paul Christopher received his Bachelor of Music Education from the New England Conservatory of Music and 

his Master of Music in Cello Performance from the University of Memphis. From 1989 to 2004 he was Principal Cello of 
the Shreveport Symphony Orchestra, Shreveport Opera, and a member of the Premier String Quartet.  Simultaneous-
ly, from 1993 to 1999 he also served as Adjunct Lecturer of Low Strings at Stephen F. Austin State University in Nacog-
doches, Texas.  In 2005 Mr. Christopher joined the string faculty at Northwestern State University of Louisiana 
(NSULA) in Natchitoches, where he serves as Associate Professor of Cello and Music Theory.  In the summers of 1993-
2014 he performed as Assistant Principal Cello with the Peter Britt Festival Orchestra in Jacksonville, Oregon. Mr. 
Christopher has appeared as clinician and guest artist throughout Louisiana, as well as, in Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, 
Indiana, Kansas, Nebraska, New Mexico, North Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Costa Rica, Honduras, Panamá, and South 
Korea. His original articles have been published in American String Teacher, Bass World, The Jacques Offenbach Society 
Newsletter and Strings. As a member of the Nashville String Machine Mr. Christopher has recorded with artists such as 
Faith Hill, Ricky Skaggs, Bruce Springsteen and George Strait.  He is currently recording the cello duos of Jacques Offen-
bach, with seven CD's available on the Human Metronome label. For more information visit: paulchristophercello.com. 
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Mozart: Duo in G major for violin and viola, K. 423 
Allegro 
Adagio 
Rondeau: Allegro 

 
Scenes from Fontainebleau Park 
New piece for string trio by Louisiana composer Kevin George 
 
Beethoven: String Trio in D maj0r, Op. 9 No. 2 

Allegrett0 
Andante quasi allegretto 
Menuetto: Allegro 
Rondo: Allegro 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Please hold applause until the end of a multi-movement piece. 
 

 

Scenes From Fontainebleau Park 
Synopsis by Kevin George, composer 

 

Scenes From Fontainebleau Park was commissioned by Paul Christopher for a string trio.  The work is based on a 
recent visit to Fontainebleau Park in Louisiana. It is a reflection on the sights and sounds within the park.  It is a sin-
gle movement work that is made up of several musical scenes: 1) The Forest Trail, 2) A New Path 3) Cricket Calls 4) 
Birds Flying and 5) The Swamp. 
 

The piece begins with the forest trail as you enter one of the walking paths.  The journey begins with the beauty of 
nature and the whispering fresh air of the park. As you walk on the trail the path goes left or right, thus starting a 
new path with different sights and sounds. This section is lyrical as you approach another unknown.  As you move 
deeper into the forest, the sounds of conversation diminishes and the unique sounds of crickets chirping gets louder and 
louder. This section is playful and represented by pizzicatos between the three instruments. As you progress along the trail, 
there are numerous birds singing, taking flight and landing. Sounds of the birds and sounds of the crickets begin to merge 
together.  The last section nears the end of the trail where the trees are replaced by swamp waters and by the mystery of 
what lies beneath.  Finally the piece returns to the familiar opening theme before closing.   

 

Kevin George is a native of New Orleans and the recipient of a Bachelor of Arts  and a 
Master of Arts in Music Composition from Louisiana State University in Baton Rouge.  In ad-
dition he received a Bachelor of Science from Tulane University in New Orleans, and Bache-
lor of Arts in International Studies from the University of  New Orleans.  Kevin studied com-
position with Dr. Dinos Constantinides and Dr. Roger Dickerson Sr. Mr. George is on the music fac-
ulty at Delgado Community College in New Orleans. 
 

Kevin has composed music for several films including two WYES documentaries, Fairground 
Memories and The Mississippi River and New Orleans, a Make a Wish Foundation short film 
call The Seventh Stones, and Delgado’s 90th anniversary film. Kevin’s music can be heard on 
several CD’s, including Cinematic Soundscapes, Subtle Changes, Piano Reflections and Neon 

Lights, in which all can be found on www.cdbaby.com 

Before long, the cello returns to its now familiar theme. Whereas the first contrasting section had followed a clean 
break, its successor grows out of this familiar material, emerging as the music grows dark and contrapuntal. The cello 
again returns us to familiar territory with the violin initiating the final contrasting section, in a manner similar to the 
first. The final return to familiar material is initiated not by the cello but by the violin in an incredibly subtle fashion. 
 

© Jackson Harmeyer 2017 
 

Jackson Harmeyer is a composer, music scholar, and advocate of music. Jackson graduated summa cum laude 

from the Louisiana Scholars’ College located in Natchitoches, Louisiana in May 2013 after completing his undergradu-
ate thesis “Learning from the Past: The Influence of Johann Sebastian Bach upon the Soviet 
Composers.” As series director of the successful Abendmusik Alexandria chamber music series 
from May 2014 to April 2016, Jackson played a vital role in the renewal of interest in chamber 
music across Central Louisiana. This interest has encouraged the creation of the annual Sugarmill 
Music Festival and the new series Nachtmusik von BrainSurge, both of which Jackson remains 
active in as concert annotator and creative consultant. He also blogs at MusicCentral where he 
shares concert experiences, gives listening recommendations, posts interviews with contempo-
rary composers, and offers insights into his own compositions. As a composer, Jackson has 

worked to integrate the vocabulary and grammar of modern music into pieces which are not only innovative but also 
engaging to the general listener. In fall 2016, Jackson began graduate studies in musicology at the University of Louis-
ville where he has recently been awarded the Gerhard Herz Scholarship in recognition of his accomplishments. His 
current research interests include French spectral music and the compositions of Kaija Saariaho. He also sings with 
the University of Louisville Chorus and participates in the School of Music Composition Seminar. 
 

Read additional program notes by Jackson at www.JacksonHarmeyer.com. 

http://www.JacksonHarmeyer.com
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Program Notes by Jackson Harmeyer 
 
 

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (1756-1791) 
Duo in G major for violin and viola, K. 423 
 
The two duos for violin and viola which Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart composed in 1783 are his only works for a pair of 
string instruments. On the contrary, there are no less than twenty-three completed string quartets, and his catalogue 
also contains works for string trio and six notable string quintets with a second viola added to the familiar quartet 
lineup. The pairing of violin and viola was not unfamiliar to Mozart, however, for he had already explored this combi-
nation in 1779 through his Sinfonia concertante for violin, viola, and orchestra. His decision to return to this pairing was 
not his own, nonetheless: it was a choice made to assist a friend who, due to illness, could not complete a commission 
himself. 
 

Michael Haydn, the younger brother to the celebrated Joseph Haydn, had been 
asked to write a set of six duos for violin and viola. He was able to complete the 
first four in the keys of C, D, E, and F major, but his poor health prevented him 
from writing the remaining two duos. The younger Haydn had served as Kon-
zertmeister in Mozart’s native Salzburg from 1763; although his relations with 
Wolfgang’s assertive father Leopold were sometimes tenuous, Wolfgang none-
theless always valued Michael Haydn’s friendship and respected his music. 
Knowing his friend was in danger of not completing the commission, Mozart 
volunteered to write the other two duos anonymously and let them be present-
ed under Haydn’s name. Mozart’s duos, those in the keys of G and B-flat major, 
appropriately complement the four Haydn had already written by impersonat-
ing some of the stylistic traits associated with this composer, especially his use 
of trills and embellishments. 
 
Plenty, however, distinguishes the duos of Mozart from those of Haydn. Most signifi-
cantly, Haydn treats the violin as the dominant melodic voice while relegating the 
viola to an accompaniment role typical of the era. Mozart though encourages dia-
logue and partnership between the two instruments, allowing the viola to be lyrical 
and virtuosic without sacrificing its traditional role as the bass line in such duos. Vio-
linist Maya Magub has written, “The Mozart duos are true musical conversations: 
they sound fuller and have an enormous variety of color and texture.” Considering 

Mozart’s regard for the viola, it is not surprising that his duos would give more attention to this instrument than other compos-
ers had. His formidable prowess as a violinist and pianist is well-known, but Mozart was also an accomplished violist, and he 
would often take the role of violist in quartet performances. Needless to say, while the two duos of Mozart have been fre-
quently performed and recorded, Haydn’s duos have remained somewhat neglected, although his music was highly regarded 
in its day and his sacred works, in particular, still receive much praise today. 
 
The Duo in G major, K. 423 is set in three movements according to the typical fast-slow-fast pattern. The opening Alle-
gro follows sonata principle. It is joyous with its enthusiastic call-and-response texture. The flowing second movement 
Adagio is tender and lyrical in its relaxed conversation. After its wide explorations, it returns to familiar material to-
wards its end. The third movement Rondeau. Allegro is in rondo form, alternating between the repeated theme and 
unfamiliar material. At its center, the movement takes a darker turn before a happier mood is restored to conclude the 
Duo. 

Ludwig van Beethoven (1770-1827) 
String Trio in D major, Op. 9 No. 2 
 
The genre of string trio was one which occupied Ludwig van Beethoven for only a few years. Yet, alongside the one 
string trio produced by Mozart, the five created by Beethoven are regarded as among the greatest works in their gen-
re. Beethoven’s string trios are all early works, composed within his first ten years in Vienna. After beginning his cycle 
of string quartets in 1798, he would publish no further string trios. The 
earliest of the five is the Opus 3 Trio, published in 1796 and set in six 
movements much like the trio by Mozart. The Opus 8 Serenade for 
string trio, published the following year, witnesses Beethoven rethink-
ing his approaches to such vital elements as form, color, and texture. 
Finally, in 1798, Beethoven published a set of three string trios as his 
Opus 9 from which we hear the second trio tonight. 
 

The Opus 9 trios are in the keys of G major, D major, and C minor, re-
spectively. Each is in four movements, according to what was by then 
the conventional pattern for symphonies, string quartets, and other 
instrumental genres: fast-slow-dance-fast. In these trios, unlike the 
Opus 8 Serenade, all three instruments are of equal importance, each 
member sharing melodic material, occasionally substituting as ac-
companiment, and periodically embarking on virtuosic passages. Bee-
thoven certainly thought highly of these trios, calling them the “best 
of my works,” and many movements rank alongside those of the Opus 
18 string quartets, his first set of six, which Beethoven had already 
begun sketching by this time. 
 

The Opus 9 set is dedicated to Count Johann Georg von Browne, a 
Vienna-based patron of Irish descent. Browne and his wife, in fact, were the recipients of several dedications by Bee-
thoven during these first years in Vienna, including one which famously inspired Browne to present Beethoven with a 
horse! The first performances of the Opus 9 trios were given by Beethoven’s friend the violinist Ignaz Schuppanzigh, 
likely with his colleagues the violist Franz Weiss and the cellist Nikolaus Kraft or his father Anton. Later, Schuppan-
zigh and his quartet would become the first professional string quartet and premiere many of Beethoven’s works in 
this genre. Through these activities, Schuppanzigh would not only arouse excitement for Beethoven’s music but also 
become one of the first musicians to create a public audience for chamber music. 
 

The String Trio in D major, Op. 9 No. 2 begins on a playful note with its first movement Allegretto. Following sonata 
principle, this movement’s exposition features a heralding first theme with mounting excitement matched by a more 
lyrical second theme. Short and motivic in construction, both themes change character through sequential repeti-
tions. Early on, the violin alludes to its traditional role as the leading voice by breaking free for brief solo passages, 
but the viola and cello also demonstrate a willingness to partner either with each other or, as the viola does in the 
initial statement of the second theme, with the violin. These instruments also have their own solo passages. The de-
velopment brings both themes into darker directions, before the recapitulation returns the themes to the light. The 
first movement ends forcefully with a triple stop by the violin and a quadruple stop by the cello, over a final descend-
ing trot by the viola. 
 

The second movement Andante quasi Allegretto moves into the parallel key of D minor. The opening violin melody is 
slow and anguished; the violin and cello then alternate verses in the swaying tune which follows. Overall, the move-
ment sounds as if it were a melancholic aria from an opera, an impression helped by the fact that Beethoven was at 
this time taking lessons in vocal composition from Vienna’s leading opera composer, Antonio Salieri. The third move-
ment Menuetto. Allegro is cheerier, now back in D major. The repeated minuet section is confident and bounding 
while the intervening trio is understated and cautious, primarily staccato in its expression. 
 

The fourth movement Rondo. Allegro opens as the cello offers an encouraging solo which is soon echoed by the vio-
lin. After some exchange between these instruments, the violin eagerly launches into the first contrasting theme. 

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart 

Ludwig van Beethoven 


